
Sometimes nature needs a little help…

…which is why each product in our comprehensive range uses a 

scientifically developed probiotic to help restore the natural digestive balance
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Nurturing nature

Natural digestive balance may be taken for granted in the wild. However, for domestic animals the added
probiotic beneficial bacteria in our entire range can help nurture and restore their natural balance.
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Our gut instinct

Only Protexin has the Enterococcus faecum NCIMB 10415 No. 13 beneficial bacteria – so you can
be confident you’re doing your best to help restore natural digestive balance.
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do little

achieve a lot
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Because animals have guts…

…we’ve used a little science to harness the added power of 

natural probiotics across our entire range - to help restore their digestive balance
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The perfect balancing act

…that’s what each of the probiotic products in our range is designed to perform.

They all use a little science to deliver nature’s power - so helping restore digestive balance.

Science and nature in balance
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